A Sample Of One Of The Emails You’d Get If You Opted In To The ECourse

Welcome to the first lesson in the Autoresponder's For Tourism Crash Course. Over the next few
days you will receive several lessons that will help you learn the ins and outs of using
autoresponder's for your tourism efforts.

In this first lesson we are going to talk a little about what an autoresponder is and how it can help your
tourism efforts.

When taken by definition, an autoresponder might seem like the simplest invention for online use.
After all, an autoresponder is only an application designed to answer emails automatically. Apart from
email, autoresponder's today are now also being incorporated into website systems which can easily
manage subscriptions, posts, online orders, inquiries and mailing lists. Its complication and genius
lies in its many uses and how, through its simplicity, it has the ability to triple online sales and improve
online marketing efforts on so many levels.

Early Start of the Autoresponder

All types of people have encountered an autoresponder at one point or another. It began quite easily
as a simple system that delivered notifications when an email couldn't be sent to the address
designated even when several attempts have been made. In which case, the autoresponder will then
send the sender an email that his message has not been delivered and the several reasons that
might have caused the error.

Uses for an Autoresponder

Since its early use, autoresponder's have now become a popular tool for many online jobs. At present
times, having an autoresponder helps organize several task that use to be handled manually. Since
you can’t be at the computer all the time and therefore, can’t answer messages as quickly as you
may want to, an autoresponder will help you build and maintain relationships with potential as well as
active clients who have contacted you.

In addition, soon, it may be tiresome to answer to the same inquiries over and over again. An
autoresponder can quickly give detailed answers without you tiring from having to piece together
instructions, price quotations, friendly greetings or newsletters from scratch.

Basic and Complicated Autoresponder's

Autoresponder's today range from the basic to the most complicated depending on their use. Some
only serve as friendly emails, stating that the recipient cannot answer your email right away and will
answer it as soon as he can. This type of autoresponse is also commonly used in
customer service sites in order to immediately get back to the customer without delay.

More intelligent autoresponder's however have started cropping up. Now, the autoresponder’s
response time can be set and delayed at will. It can automatically send a single message or a series
of messages in a day, a week, a month and even several months after the pre-written message has
been added. With this intelligent programming, online companies can easily organize their monthly
newsletters in advance. Then just plot out the schedule and count on the autoresponder to send it out
at the designated time.

Autoresponder's services can be subscribed to, rented or bought. Most tourism organizations usually
just subscribe to an intelligent autoresponder service because they can easily unsubscribe to it when
it’s no longer needed or when the service doesn't meet their needs.

While there are many autoresponder services available to choose from you may want to check out
several before you decide which one will work the best for your tourism efforts.

Here are a few to start with:

- Getresponse.com
http://www.getresponse.com

- Aweber.com
http://www.aweber.com

- iContact.com
http://www.icontact.com

- Constantcontact.com

http://www.constantcontact.com

Keep in mind that these are just a few of the many that you can choose from. They are all paid
services that you can subscribe to. Before joining any service it is important that you make sure that
the company is credible. Don’t just go with any service because there is the danger of them sending
out spam messages or even selling the emails of your potential clients to other companies. So do
your research and don't be afraid to ask questions.

If you have any questions about today's lesson or need any assistance please feel free to contact me
at anytime using the contact information below. I will be happy to help.

We have a lot to go over in the next few days if you want to learn how to effectively use
autoresponder's for your tourism efforts, so make sure you look for your next lesson soon. We will be
talking more about how to choose the right type of autoresponder for your needs.

Until then,
Dennis Lively
http://www.tourismlearningcenter.com

